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Descriptive Inventory

SC 2943  BROWN Family Letters

1 folder. 11 items. 1825-1867. Originals, photographs.

BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

SC  BROWN Family Letters                  1825-1867
2942

Letters of the Brown family of Cynthiana and Elizabethtown, Kentucky. Includes letters of Judge Henry O. Brown to his wife Lucy Ann while on circuit, a petition of Princeton, Kentucky citizens urging Judge Brown to relocate in order to serve their district, and a copy of a letter from Sally Doom, probably to her brother (and Judge Brown's son-in-law) Charles Nourse, eloquently deploring Southern secession and slavery. Also includes a photograph of three unidentified women and an infant.

1 folder. 11 items. Originals, photographs.

SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Bracken, Charles, 1797-1861 – Relating to
Brown, Alfred M.
Brown, Henry Ormsby, 1787-1852 – Correspondence
Brown, James, 1742-1825 – Photograph
Brown, Lucy Ann (Gaither), 1804-1848 – Letters to
Cadiz – Travel and description, 1846
Civil War, 1861-1865 – Comments about, 1861?
Doom, Sarah Ewing (Nourse), 1823-1862
Johnson, Richard Mentor, 1781-1850 – Letter to
Judges, 1847 – Relating to
Nourse, Charles Ewing, 1826-1886 – Letter to?
Perciful, Eleanor (Gaither), 1797-1869
Princeton – Relating to, 1848
Secession – Comments about, 1860?
Slavery – Comments about, 1860?
Wit and humor, 1859
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